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Over the past few months motor vehicle crime has featured prominently in OWL messages 
sent both by the Police and ourselves.   Here are some hints on how to protect your vehicle: 
Cars and vans: 

• Thatcham approved alarms and immobilisers are an excellent deterrent to slow a 
thief down and increasing the chances of him/her being heard. 

• Never leave anything on display as it is a prime invitation to passers-by.  Even an old 
coat or plastic bag can be tempting.  Put any items which must be left in the vehicle 
out of sight in the boot.  Ensure that the vehicle is securely locked. 

• Portable sat-navs should be removed, along with the cradle and put in the boot. Don’t 
forget to remove all traces of the cradle by wiping off suction pad marks from 
windscreen.  Property mark the sat-nav with your vehicle registration number and 
register it at www.immobilise.com 

• Driving documents and personal correspondence could help a thief to sell your car or 
provide a cover story if stopped by the police.  Don’t keep them in the car. 

• Within your house always keep keys in a safe place – don’t leave them in the hall or 
kitchen.  Thieves often break into houses specifically to steal vehicle keys. 

• Locking wheel nuts should be used on alloy wheels and one-way security screws on 
number plates to prevent them being removed and used in crime. 

• Steering wheel locks should be applied every time the vehicle is left unattended. 

• Park in a garage if you have one, otherwise use a well-lit open place. Always use 
public car parks which are part of the approved Park Mark Safer Parking Scheme. 
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Police Non Emergency: 101 
Crimestoppers: 0800 555 111 

ActionFraud: 0300 123 2040     

 
Ruislip Police Station: 020 8246 1825  
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 To contact your ward 

Local Neighbourhood 

Police Team, phone: 

 

Barnhill 020 8721 2554 
Botwell 020 8721 2757 
Brunel 020 8721 2551 
Cavendish 020 8721 2550 
Charville 020 8721 2552 
E’cote & ERuis 020 8721 2548 
Harefield 020 8721 2544 
Heathrow Villages 020 8721 2557 
Hillingdon E 020 7161 8171 
Ickenham 020 8721 2543 
Manor 020 8721 2549 
Northwood 020 8721 2545 
Northwood Hills 020 8721 2546 
Pinkwell 020 8721 2556 
South Ruislip 020 8721 2011 
Townfield 07483 291091 
Uxbridge North 020 7161 8170 
Uxbridge South 07717 733782 
West Drayton 020 8721 2018 
West Ruislip 020 8721 2547 
Yeading 07766 991019 
Yiewsley 020 8721 2713 

 

Motorcycles and mopeds: 

• Keep in a secure garage, shed or designated bike store, well out sight. 

• Fit an alarm, immobiliser (preferably with tracking capability), property 
mark any panels. 

• Lock the rear wheel to an immovable object or ground anchor and use a 
disk lock on the front wheel. 

• Do NOT rely on the steering lock – standard locks can easily be defeated 
and the bike can always be lifted into a van if not secured to an anchor 
point.  

• Use a bike cover – covers are a real hassle for the opportunist thief.  If 
they cannot see what is underneath the cover, they are less likely to 
target it. 

 
Business vehicles: 

• Lock it, remove it, alarm it – when leaving the vehicle unattended, 
remove valuable items from view, lock it and take keys with you.  Keep 
the vehicle locked, even when on the move, making deliveries and 
refuelling. 

• Overnight - remove tools from vehicle.  If this is not possible consider 
using SmartWater to property mark the. 

• Plan journeys, have an itinerary, no hitch hikers – have a route planned, 
including locations for rest periods so that someone else knows where 
you are due to be.  Avoid insecure locations such as remote laybys and 
quiet industrial estates.  Never pick up strangers as one never knows 
what their intentions are. 

OWNERS OF “HIGH END” VEHICLES IN ANY OF THE ABOVE CATEGORIES ARE 
ADVISED TO CONSIDER THE PURCHASE OF A TRACKING DEVICE. 
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Residential 

burglary figures 

for Month Ending 

as shown – figures 

supplied by MPS 
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Barnhill 

 

10      7 11 

Botwell 

 

20 11 13 

Brunel 

 

11   10 12 

 
Cavendish 

 

  3 6 5 

Charville 20 3 9 

E’cote & ERuis 

RuisRuislip 

11 11 5 

Harefield 1     3 3 

Heathrow 

Villages 

13 18 21 

Hillingdon East   8 2 6 

Ickenham   3 2 9 

Manor 20 7 7 

Northwood 3 12 11 

Northwood Hills 18   5 6 

 
Pinkwell 14 10 8 

South Ruislip  9 9 4 

Townfield 10 12 4 

Uxbridge North 13 8      7

 
Uxbridge South 19 12 14 

West Drayton 15 17 14 

West Ruislip 13 3 11 

Yeading 15 13 6 

Yiewsley 13  

131

9 7 

TOTALS 262 190 193 

OWL, used by the Police and NHW to send out crime alerts and crime prevention advice 
directly to residents, now has over 12,000 members!  It is the only secure 
communications system in the UK that is Police approved under the “Secured by Design” 
scheme.  We invite YOU to sign up to OWL today at: www.owl.co.uk 
 

Beware of  Bogus Courier, Bogus Police and Bank Official scam whereby victims are receiving phone calls similar to these: 

• There has been fraudulent activity at the victim’s bank and the staff at the bank are involved.  The victim is then asked 

to withdraw money - to either keep it safe or assist the police with their investigation. 

• A business such as a jewellers or currency exchange is fraudulent and they require the victim’s assistance to help 

secure evidence by purchasing jewellery or exchange a large amount of currency to hand over to the police. 

• The victim’s debit/credit card has been compromised and used to purchase goods by a suspect.  The victim is 

requested to withdraw their money to keep it safe or hand over their bankcard to the police. 

• Occasionally the victim will be told to dial a non-emergency number 161 to receive confirmation of the fraudster’s 

bogus identity.  The bogus official on 161 will advise the victim to lie about the reason for withdrawal or purchase if 

challenged by staff, as the staff member is involved in the fraud. 

• A courier attends the victim’s home address to collect the goods/documents the same day.  Often the victim is given a 

code word for the courier as a way of authentication. 

 REMEMBER, GENUINE OFFICIALS WILL NEVER ASK YOU FOR YOUR BANKING DETAILS, TO WITHDRAW MONEY, TO 

TRANSFER MONEY OR SEND SOMEONE ROUND TO COLLECT YOUR PIN, CARDS OR  CHEQUE BOOKS. 

BE AN ACTIVE GOOD NEIGHBOUR, 

BE ON WATCH AND  

BE ON A WATCH! 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  HNW’S OFFICE is moving to a new location.  At the time 

of writing (mid-June) this new location is unknown. As the future ‘phone 

number is also unknown, please use our E-mail address for any enquiries. 

By the time this newsletter reaches you the peak holiday season will be upon us. 
With it comes the increased risk of burglary when homes are obviously empty. 
Here follows our customary advice to help to prevent the worst from happening: 

• Never disclose your holiday itinerary or send “wish you were here” 
messages on social media. Doing so will certainly give burglars the green 
light that your home is empty. 

• Ensure that your home looks occupied.  Don’t close the curtains as during 
daylight hours it shows that the house is empty.  Use timer switches to 
turn on lights once it gets dark. 

• Cancel milk, newspapers and avoid deliveries of on-line shopping. 

• Uncollected mail is a clear sign that the house is empty – ask a neighbour 
to push mail through the letterbox daily. 

• Cut the lawn before you depart and trim back any plants/trees which 
burglars might be able to hide behind. 

• Consider leaving important documents/valuables with a family 
friend/relative or lock them in a safe bolted to wall/floor. 

• If you normally leave valuable items such as motor/pedal cycles, tools, 
etc. in the shed/garage, consider moving them into the house. 

• Do not put your home address on your luggage en route for your holiday 
destination.  This will make it extremely easy for the burglar to target 
your home. 

• Finally, make sure you have locked all outside doors and windows and if 
you have an alarm, make sure it is set.  It is a good idea to leave a key 
with a trusted neighbour in case the alarm is activated so that the house 
can be checked. 

• ENJOY YOUR HOLIDAY! 
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